DIRTSIDE 2 RANDOM EVENTS CHART

MARK DRAKE       11/25/01


Here is a Random Event chart I use in my DS2 solo games.Since I play DS2 solo,I use the optional unit Activation method on pg.18 of the rulebook (each side rolls for Initiative);this way the side with less units is not always rolling for Random Event occurrence.I don’t own minis but use the rules with 2 of my boardgames: Advanced Squad Leader and MBT/IDF series (Main Battle Tank/Israeli Defense Force).ASL boards I use when playing at 50 meters per hex;MBT/IDF at 100 meters per hex.

Some definition of acronyms used in this chart:
RE—Random Event—occurrence that will happen during the game.
CS—Controlling Side—the side/player that has Activated the Random Event for that turn.(usually the side that has Initiative for that turn.)
NON-CS—Non-Controlling Side—the side/player NOT Activated the Random Event for that turn.
[#]—refers to offsite webpage where rules for this Random Event may be found;set up as follows:
	[1]—Andrew Martin’s site---valley.150m.com/Dirtside/Dirtside.html
	[2]---Ryan Gill’s site---www.mindspring.com/~rmgill/minis/ds2/dsnw.html
	[3]---John Atkinson’s site---www.angelfire.com/va/basileus/dsii.html
The bracketed number is placed at the end of listed RE for you to reference.
(Reason I list the sites is some of the rules can be extensive, plus are house rules.Since I have tried to keep this chart somewhat generic,players should feel free to modify what they want/don’t want in this chart and with the house rules from the sites listed.)
REA#--Random Event Activation number
FRU;FRD—Fractions rounded up;fractions rounded down
A.	ASSIGNING RANDOM EVENT ACTIVATION NUMBERS TO EACH SIDE:
Before play begins each side rolls 1D10 with the result determining that side’s Random Event Activation # ; consult the chart below to get the result of the die roll:

		DIE ROLL			ACTIVATION #
		1 or 6				2 , 3
		2 or 7				3 , 4
		3 or 8				4 , 5
		4 or 9     			5 , 6
		5 or 10				6 , 7

(Example: player 1 rolls 1D10 with result of “3”—his Random Event Activation #  for the game is 4
and 5.)

B.CHECKING FOR RANDOM EVENT ACTIVATION:
The player that goes first for that turn will roll 2D6 to see if the result matches their side’s REA# ; if the result is rolled equalling their side’s REA#, then a RE will occur that turn.(Example:player 1 goes first;their REA# is 4 and 5;they will roll 2D6,totaling the result of both die;the roll is 3 and 7,for a total of 10—no RE generated for that turn.If the roll was 3 and 2,for a total of 5,then a RE will occur that turn.)
If a player rolls result equalling their side’s REA#,then go to next step.

C.RANDOM EVENT GENERATED:
To determine the specific RE generated for that turn,the CS (player that Activated the RE for this turn) player will roll 2D6,using one COLORED die and one WHITE die.
The COLORED die gives the result measured in ten’s,the WHITE die gives result measured in one’s (Example: player rolls 2D6;COLORED die is 5,WHITE die is 8—the result is 58.).
This number will give the number to refer to in the chart below to see which specific RE is generated this turn.
D. RANDOM EVENT   (2D6;COLORED DIE IS TEN;WHITE DIE IS ONE)
FORTIFICATIONS
11.WIRE! A line of wire is spotted by the CS player’s unit that is closest to the nearest NON-CS player’s 
held Objective;the CS unit must have at least one non-Routed/non-Broken element capable of spotting the wire.The wire is 1D4 distance from the CS spotting unit towards the NON-CS held Objective.The length of the wire is considered to be 1D4 inches (100-400 meters/1-4 hexes);CS player rolls for both distance and length of wire.The line of wire is placed between the spotting unit and the NON-CS held Objective,with wire placed in straight line in eligible terrain.NON-CS player will place the wire on the board/table.That ends the CS unit’s activation for the Turn.     [3]

12.ARMORED CUPOLA! An Armored Cupola is spotted by the CS player’s unit closest to nearest NON-CS player’s held Objective;the CS unit must have at least one non-Roted/non-Broken element capable of spotting the cupola.CS player rolls 1D4 and consults chart below for type of cupola:
1 or 2:     APSW    fixed mount   Basic Firecon    Size 1    Armor 1/1  Immobile      Signature D12

3:  RFAC1    turret mount   Enhanced Firecon     Size 2    Armor 2/1  Immobile   APFC   Signature D10

4: DFFG3   turret mount  Superior Firecon    Size 3   Armor 3/2   Immobile  Signature D8    
This does not end the CS unit’s activation for the Turn.

13-14 MINEFIELD! CS player’s unit closest to NON-CS player’s baseline stumbles into a conventional minefield;length of minefield is 1D4;width of minefield is 1D4/2 (FRU);CS player rolls for both.The minefield effects are resolved immediately (before any unit Activations are made.) against the CS player’s unit;it does not end its Activation for the Turn.

15.SPIDER HOLES! CS Player’s unit closest to NON-CS player’s baseline attacked by Dug-In NON-CS player Infantry squad (Line unit—use appropriate number of elements consistent with your forces TO&E
for NON-CS side.) NON-CS player places his Dug-In squad anywhere within 1D4 inches (100-400 meters/1-4 hexes) from CS player’s unit and launches Ranged Firefight with all elements against  ANY unit/elements of CS side within the squad’s range.That is this squad’s Activation for the Turn;NA to CS side.

16. ANTI-TANK DITCH! CS unit closest to NON-CS baseline spots A-T Ditch in its front arc.Roll 1D6 to determine distance from CS spotting unit;then roll 1D4 to determine length of ditch-CS player rolls both.NON-CS player will place the ditch.
Effects: Impassable to Wheeled/Tracked/GEV;Poor for Infantry;Difficult for Grav;can be Breached and/or Bridged		[3] for Breaching rule.

EXOTIC WEAPONS
21.TARANTULA!  Robot  weapon (available only to NON-CS player) triggered by proximity of CS player’s units.Buried underground,it attacks first by detecting presence of enemy units,then surfaces to launch pop-up attack on nearest enemy unit,then moves and attacks next-nearest enemy unit,and continues until destroyed or uses all its movement factors.
Starts game as if a laid jumping mine;triggered by CS unit nearest to a NON-CS held Objective;Tarantula placed 1D6 from CS unit that triggered it;CS player rolls,NON-CS player places Tarantula.
Treat Tarantula as VTOL that may only move/remain in Low Mode,except when making a pop-up attack (this is only way it can attack).Movement factor of 30.
When triggered,Tarantula will attack the unit that triggered it immediately (before any unit Activations);will attack as many elements of that unit it possibly can;each element may only be attacked once by the Tarantula.If all elements of the triggering unit have been attacked and the Tarantula has Movement factors remaining it will move towards the nearest CS unit and attack it,if possibleThis unit may only move and fire.Tarantula must use all of its movement every time it is Activated.It will also be the first unit Activated for NON-CS player every turn it is still onboard.When its Activation ends it remains in Low Mode and can be targeted by any eligible unit.
Tarantula Movement: its movement is controlled by the NON-CS player rolling 1D6 to determine heading/direction it will move (60 degree arc);Tarantula will move in that arc up to full movement allowance.If it moves offboard the unit is considered eliminated (no Victory Points awarded.)
STATS:  Size 2   FGP   Basic Firecon   Armor 2/2   Signature D10   VTOL movement (30 movement factors)     2 HEL/2    APSW      turret mount  (all weapons may fire at same target,or each weapon may fire at own target!)       
(This is a terror weapon—but an effective one! Got this out of an old SF book called “Spacecraft”;it was used as robot weapon but could be spoofed into triggering by holograms! This design is my own based on what I remember from the book.)

NOTE:  For RE # 22-26 Cs player rolls 1D6-if even #,CS player uses the RE;if odd #,then NON-CS player uses the RE. Each RE occurs immediately before any unit Activation.RE and its effects last for that Turn only.

22. EMP BLAST! Player using this RE uses location/LOS of Platoon Command unit closest to opposing units,then rolls 1D20 to place an OPEN SHEAF (of 4” diameter) with result being distance from spotting unit that the SHEAF lands.  Effects of SHEAF on all units in BEATEN ZONE are:immediate CONFIDENCE test for all units/elements, no communications allowed to/from any unit/element, Firer Down on all vehicles, Under Fire for all infantry,all units/elements may only defend against CA. All units in the BEATEN ZONE must use their Activation to attempt to move out of the blast area by first passing a REACTION TEST-if successful must move out of blast zone away from opposing units if possible (or DIG-IN if surrounded.);if unsuccessful,must stay and do nothing;the REACTION TEST is that unit/elements Activation for the Turn.This RE also is the Platoon Command unit’s Activation for the Turn as well.

23. ELECTRONIC JAMMING! That side’s Overall Command Unit uses its Activation for the Turn to place an ACTIVE SENSORS marker on itself (denotes jammers turned on.) this is its sole action for that Activation.
Effects are: Opposing side may not call for any Artillery/Ortillery/Air support this turn.
Opposing side’s Command units must roll against their Quality die (using Leadership to modify) in order to get their units to Activate or Rally units this Turn.If not,opposing units may not move,but can defend (reaction fire,against CA,etc.) normally-basically cannot take offensive action!

24. CLUSTER BOMB DRONE!  Owning player’s Overall Command unit rolls 1D6;on roll of less than/equal to 4 (using Leadership to modify) it may call in Cluster Bomb Drone to attack any enemy-held Objective in its LOS.Owning player places OPEN SHEAF on the Objective marker;drone will enter from owning player’s baseline and move toward OPEN SHEAF;however the opposing side will have a chance to intercept it in following manner:any eligible unit that is holding the Objective and capable of shooting at the drone may use its Activation for the Turn to attempt shoot-down under normal rules.If drone survives and gets to Objective,all units in BEATEN ZONE are immediately attacked as if hit by MEDIUM artillery.Use normal rules for Artillery resolution to resolve the drone attack.This RE is sole Activation for OC unit for the Turn.
STATS: Range 72      Armor 1/0       CFE      Superior Firecon      Size 2     Signature D10
Moves as Aerospace unit

25. TOYOTA WITH TOW’S !      Arrives that Turn. See [1] for reference to this rule.

26.TELEPORT! Owning player may move 1D4 elements up to 1D20 hexes in any direction (may move unit/element that has previously Activated.) That unit/element may Activate if not done so already this Turn.   (I usually only allow this RE one time per side in a game;feel free to modify.)

REINFORCEMENTS
NOTE:Applies only to CS player;may choose to bring in any time during the Turn;must be brought in or they are lost with Victory Points awarded to opponent.Most of these I leave up to you to decide on vehicle design here.
31.ENGINEER SECTION! 1 CEV (Combat Engineer vehicle) and 1 Transport carrying 2 Combat Engineer infantry elements.

32. WALKER SECTION!  2 OR 3 Combat Walkers.

33.RAM SECTION! 1 Transport vehicle with RAM mortar and crew. Mortar and crew may dismount and move away from vehicle to fire,but AMMO is limited to 2 markers MAXIMUM,unless Transport vehicle stays within 100 meters of mortar/crew.If firing mortar from vehicle then it fires using capacity of vehicle.

34. ANTI AIRCRAFT SECTION!  1 Mobile AA vehicle and/or 1 Transport vehicle carrying 2 infantry AA teams.

35.SELF-PROPELLED ARTILLERY SECTION! 1 OR 2 Mobile guns plus 1 OR 2 Ammo Transporters. Each SPG and Transport carries total of 3 MAK,3HEF,2 SMOKE,1 DMR.
SPG’s are capable of on board Direct and Indirect fire.

36. PA FT ASSAULT SQUAD! Specialist 3 element infantry squad.Each element considered PA,has Assault capability (1 extra chit Damage inflicted) and FT equipped,may make Ranged Firefight attack up to 100 meters with FT (causes 4 chits Damage ),add +1 to all Confidence/Reaction tests made by opposing units.

SUPPORT       For RE# 41-46,use the NOTE that is found in section EXOTIC WEAPONS for RE# 22-26.

41.BIOCHEM STRIKE! Owning player’s side uses one Biochem strike immediately.Target priority is:
1.Nearest enemy held Objective
2.Enemy Overall Command unit
3.AA unit
4.Arty unit
5.Nearest enemy unit

Owning side can use any Command unit to call in strike (as that Command unit’s sole Activation for that Turn);use normal rules for Biochem munitions.

42.ORTILLERY! Owning side has Ortillery available for 1D4 turns.

43. FIGHTER-BOMBER WITH DFO! Available that turn only.Capacity left to your discretion.
Roll 1D6 for Quality,using chart below:		
1 , 2---Orange		
3 , 4---Blue
5 , 6---Green

44.STRIKE VTOL!  Same as RE# 43,above,except available for 2 turns.

45. GUNSHIP! Same as RE# 43,above,except available for 2 turns.      [2]

46.SNIPER! Owning side designates nearest opposing unit’s Platoon Command unit as having lost its leader to Sniper attack;use normal rules for Leader Replacement for Command unit.

OUTSIDE EVENTS    RE# 51-56 will specify which side it applies to.
51.INTELLIGENCE COUP! CS player intercepts copy of enemy deployments/operations for this sector.All NON-CS hidden units and fortifications are revelaed and placed onboard immediately.

52.AIRCREW DOWN! Some of our flyboys have ejected and come down in No Man’s Land.
CS player places Infantry element (representing downed aircrew)at point midway between battlelines.Part of Victory Conditions becomes recovery of the downed aircrew (recovered by first unit to enter aircrew’s location;aircrew can only move/rally/defend against CA,at TL +4)

53.DUD AMMO! (Use NOTE for RE# 22-26 to determine which side affected by this RE.)
Owning player rolls 1D4 and consults chart below:
1—Arty/Orty
2---Armor
3---Infantry
4---Aerospace
For this turn only,that side’s weapons systems have Dud Ammo,with following effects:
Arty/Orty—may not fire this turn
Armor—main armament may not fire this turn (NA to APSW/RFAC)
Infantry---no Ranged Firefights this turn (may attack/defend in CA)
Aerospace---abort (roll 1D6—this is 3 of turns before available again---represents return to base to re-arm)

54.STORM! Heavy storm (rain,dust,meteor,whatever….) descends onto battlefield.For 1D6 turns,effects on play are:     
LOS/Weapons—all weapons ranges and LOS is halved;Firecons are reduced one die type (to minimum die type);all Damage remains same.
Mobility---for each mobility class,treat movement for each type of terrain as next cost level (Example:infantry moving on road pays costs as NORMAL instead of EASY;GEV treats DIFFICULT as IMPASSABLE)

55. NO ARTY/AIR! HQ has shifted priority of  fires away from you.CS player rolls 1D4;this is # of turns you will not have any Arty/Orty/Air available.

56. NO QUARTER! Reports of shooting of prisoners.(Use NOTE for RE# 22-26 to determine which side affected by this RE.)  Owning player has all Routed  and Broken units immediately rallied to Shaken status.
Owning player’s units will not Surrender for duration of game.Owning player may still opt to accept Surrender of opposing units;if it does not (i.e eliminates Surrendering unit) then both sides are under No Quarter.

MORALE
61.HAND-TO-HAND! For this turn only, both players  conduct all Infantry CA as if Hand-To-Hand (NA by/versus vehicles);effects are:   Each infantry element inflicts/receives one extra chit Damage per round.

62.FANATIC! CS player immediately designates one of its elements as Fanatic for duration of game;effects are:
That element returns to/becomes CONFIDENT, “UNDER FIRE” marker has no effect on Fanatic element,reduces TL by 1 on all CONFIDENCE/REACTION tests,sustains 1 extra chit Damage.

63.BERSERK! CS player immediately designates one of its elements (infantry,armor only) as Berserk;this condition lasts until:
-Berserk element eliminated
-Berserk element successfully destroys/captures opposing element.
Effects: reduces TL by 2 on all CONFIDENCE/REACTION tests,will CA nearest enemy element(s) (moving if necessary) upon next Activation,causing them to add +1 to their TL when testing.

64.PANIC! CS player chooses one enemy unit to make immediate Panic Reaction test.

65.LAST STAND! CS player chooses one unit that is in most imminent danger of destruction to make last Stand.Effects are as follows:
-All elements of that unit Confidence ,markers are removed and replaced with a Last Stand marker.
-Last Stand elements are exempt from all CONFIDENCE/REACTION tests
-ignore “UNDER FIRE” markers 
-ignore RE# 64 (Panic) and RE# 66 (Evacuate)
-unit will remain in its present position until destroyed,or NON-CS side attack beaten off and/or retreats.(players discretion here!)
-If any elements of Last Stand unit survive,then Last Stand marker is removed and elements return to STEADY,and will now operate under normal rules.
(love this rule from STARGRUNT rulebook….)

66.EVACUATE!  HQ reports enemy units have broken through and have ordered immediate pullout.
All CS units must retreat off board along their baseline in 1D8 turns.Any unit/element thatis still on board at end is considered eliminated with Victory points awarded to NON-CS player.This RE replaces/suspends original Victory Condition(s).


ONE TIME RE’s---some RE’s I like to use only once in the course of a game;listed below is RE number that I suggest as one time occurrence:
22 , 24 , 26 (once per side) , 34 , 35 , 36 , 41 , 43 , 45 , 51 , 52 , 53 , 56 , 65 , 66

I have tried to keep this as generic as possible so players can modify it to suit their own tastes.Any feedback can be sent to me at:
thedrake70458@yahoo.com

Some of you may recognize this as similar to the Random Event tables in Solitaire Advanced Squad Leader;I play that one,too and used those tables as a model for this one.This is the version I use for DS2 but have thought about expanding it—perhaps to include Dropships,Orbital Insertions,infiltrators,Nukes, more field defenses,and towed guns. 

Wish to thank following:
Jakim Friant,for his patience waiting for this.
Brian Bell,for many of the suggestions used for Random Events.
Andrew Martin,Ryan Gill,and John Atkinson—all for putting up great house rules on the web.
Avalon Hill Game Company and Multi-Man Publishing—for ASL,the inspiration for this work.

Hope ya’ll can find something useful in here!

Mark Drake    copyright 2001

			








